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I. MMM refuse to face the fact that their Darwinian Philosophy created the modern insect sexual model designed to utterly disenfranchise common men and to make him a sterile and docile worker ant.
MMM have the gall to blame Bible believers/Traditionalists for their problems when the source of all their problems comes from their own brethren. But then again in the Darwinian scheme there are no brothers. Oh the irony. Only the strong survive. Their own ideology has turned out to destroy them.

II. The MMM view of Welfare locks them into the Darwinian scheme, which means they cannot deny they are to blame for the modern insect model.

III. MMM refuse to face the Revolutionary Ideology of America and American exceptionalism which is the foundation of Feminism.
Since 1776 America has not been Traditionalist but has always been Revolutionary Atheist. The Oath of office in America has always been directed to The Constitution, Freedom and the Flag, not to God, King and Country/People. (See my essay and video Freedom Failed) MMM refuse to face the fact that women did not open Pandora’s Box; they followed modern men into Pandora’s box.

IV. MMM refuse to face the sexual consequences of their Atheist Capitalist Industrial Society which gave rise to most of their problems.

1. Technology is not invented to help people. It is invented to make certain kinds of men obsolete and justifiably expendable and to create other types of men, a belief set and a habit of behavior, that will acclimate him to the Technocracy. In Jacques Attalis’ A Brief History of the Future, Attalis tells us that the modern Smartphone was not invented to help people communicate. It was invented in order to enable a nomadic way of life that would in time destroy all tribal and familial loyalties and adhere the public to the modern corporations.

The fundamental principles the modern Technocrats want us to embrace are:

1. The end of traditional patriarchal religion.
2. The end of the traditional organic communities that are necessary for any long-term stable families.
3. The end of the Nation State.
4. Depopulation.

All modern technological conveniences are designed for this purpose. The Telephone and Social media used by young women is designed to circumvent the wiser sexual decisions of her father. Left to her own foolish and youthful passions, her sexual decisions will confine her to an unfulfilling single life starting in her late twenties: depopulation successful.

2. Industrialism destroys all traditional morality and thus all relationships.

- The Industrial Revolution broke the older traditional organic communities/churches/parishes introducing the Nuclear Family concept which utterly failed, giving rise to the Feminist movement. (The Feminine Mystique by Betty Friedan; The frontier Nuclear family worked but not the industrial)

- In an Industrial Society we are not allowed to develop childhood friendships and romances. We are told that these relationships are inimical to our college placement and competing for “jobs” in the future. Thus, human bonding and trust is replaced by an Atheistic competition, pursuit of money and a distrust for humanity.

- The Industrial Revolution and Technology created the modern dating applications which have unleashed the unfettered destruction of female hypergamy. Male-Female
relationships will never be repaired among living generations after seeing that modern women only see 20% of men worthy of their attention and sex.¹

- In an Industrialized society men are left to marry women who have already had sex with dozens of men some of which are mortal enemies. It is utterly humiliating. Your wife will be working around other men 40 hours a week, constantly flirting and sharing wanton looks. In a few short years after marriage she will miss the excitement of the never ending carousel of men she has available at her work or at her fingertips on the nearest dating application. You will despise her and there is nothing you can do to make her content.

- Your children will either be morally degenerate Cretans or they will hate you for what you have forced them into. Either your Son will be a NEET and your daughter a whore, or your son will adopt the Muslim religion to spite you for religious apostasy and at best he will despise you. At the worst he will be finding ways to sacrifice you to Allah. By 25 your daughter will be back living at home with her bastard children as a single mother.

- With your empty marriage and all of your childhood friendships sacrificed on the altar of accomplishment you will be spending the last 6 hours of your day alone on your couch, watching television and eating potato chips and sour cream. Your wife, now fat and hardened from her unnaturally deranged life of career work, refuses to spend any time with you, as she sees you as her child. She finishes her day watching television in a depressed trance. Both of you have cut off all family and childhood friendships for the sake of your “careers”. Thus, you only have each other and you hate each other.

- Having accepted all the theories of the government unchallenged, seeing again that intellectual labor is seen as a waste of time, you have accepted the Germ Theory of disease, and burdened your body with irreparable toxin. Cancer is right around the corner and everything you have worked for your whole life will be put in the hands of the medical establishment. Your children will have no inheritance and your life will be forgotten from the earth.

3. The Atheistic pursuit of money in the Industrial Society is vain seeing there are no good people to enjoy wealth with. The Capitalist has a myopic approach to revenue and production. On their logic a field full of weeds is a good thing because of all the growth. It is fruitless to brag about an extended life-expectancy if all the people living are scum bags. It is fruitless to make money if there are no good people to enjoy it with.

4. The Industrial Revolution caused most modern health problems, especially cancer. (See The Spear of Aajonus: The Germ Theory of Disease Debunked and the Domestic Terrorists That Run the Modern Medical Industry Exposed by Drake Shelton)

¹ OkCupid, Your Looks and Your Inbox: https://archive.is/ZJymw
5. Industrialism is intended to dumb down, weaken and subjugate men through pacification. It intends on destroying reason and ideology and to replace it with pragmatism and Will-to-Power to attain ease and entertainment.

The Free Press, Electricity, Computers and the Internet have wrecked the minds of millions of people. Their minds are a fractured mirror with tens of thousands of ideas they have no clue how to relate to each other. Truth is an ever more elusive reality to most people now than ever. This technology also gives the intelligence agencies the ability to deceive millions of people. The Mass Media swamps legitimate voices, and Social Media creates too many unqualified voices for there to be any practical effect of free speech and open debate. And they charge you for the benefit of receiving your social engineering. The Industrial Revolution turned men into NEETS who have no community or purpose in living but to watch television and play Video Games. Video Games deceive men into thinking they are accomplishing something and gaining status by getting good at a game! Television, Porn and Video Games are greater weapons of pacification and subjugation than any weapon in military history.

6. Industrialism robs men and women of the power process, which gives them true fulfillment, not the ease and entertainment of the Industrial society. On the contrary the Industrial Society attempts to pacify men with Pornography, Video Games and Drugs.

The power process for men is skills in civil engineering and hunting and mastering his profession, thereby he has no fear of raising a family after mastering his skills and enjoying his dominion of the earth and thus, true independency. Industrialism destroyed the skilled artisan. Most of the work now is monotonous, boring and shallow. All the complexity of work is confined to programmers of machines. In the Industrial Society man is forbidden to follow the power process and is totally dependent on the system. First, he is specialized in a technical or service job where he has no dominion over the Earth and no practical skills. Second, he will lose his job and be exiled from society if he arrogates too much masculinity or enfranchisement to himself. Google searches and social media are often the weapons used against private common men to destroy their lives and careers.

The power process for women is securing a man’s commitment for life, children and a genetic legacy. In the Industrial society she is brainwashed to believe that fulfillment comes from a career, plenty of casual sex, money and freedom. This leaves most women shattered and depressed, medicating themselves with alcohol, drugs and antidepressants as she approaches her mid to late twenties.

Endless psychological problems have resulted from the Industrial demand that we abandon the natural power process. Modern Darwinian science does not even recognize that we have a nature. This will be their downfall.

7. The inventions that have marveled the world become moot once it has been demonstrated that the theories they were made to support turned out to be false and malicious.
The rise of mechanical vehicles has created a deceptive burden of debt that has ruined the wealth of the South and most Americans today. After the Civil War, Northern Industrialists convinced Southern Farmers to trade in their horses and donkeys for mechanical tractors. Within a generation most of those farms went bankrupt from all the costs of repairing the tractors. Much of the same thing is taking place now with the costs of car repair. Automobiles and airplanes also gave people the ability to leave their organic communities and whore themselves out in the industrial cities. The vehicle has been one of the greatest instruments of fragmentation and social death. The only rival it has is the modern Smart Phone.

The Medical Industry with its Vaccinations, X-rays, and Antibiotics etc. are all vain seeing that the Germ Theory was wrong and disease, cancer and obesity has only grown exponentially as the Industrial Society increases. Modern diets with their synthetic and nutritionally debilitated foods, guided by the Germ theory, have resulted in a generation of Autists, Transsexuals, beta-male-soy-boys, anorexic Vegans, NEETs and short bald Incels. NASA's Rocket technology is also fruitless as we have found out that the Earth is flat and those Rockets are all crash landing in the ocean. Video technology was invented to deceive the masses, in their Political subterfuge movies, their fake assassinations(JFK), and their fake false-flag operations(9/11).

8. There is no freedom in a “free” Industrialized Capitalist Nation:

i. Not free to drive a car. You have to.
ii. Not free from rent or mortgage.
iii. Not free to farm.
iv. Not free to create better technology. Modern engine is from the 19th century.
v. Not free to buy actual food.
vi. Not free to choose education.
vii. Not free from a ruling class. Plato, Republic, Book 8 on the Moneyed Oligarchy
viii. No free elections because the Politicians are controlled by the rich.
ix. Not free to chose your work.
x. Not free to have a family because of Feminism. The women are completely unqualified for marital relations.
xi. Not free to raise children. That is the job of the state department of education.
{xii. Not free to enjoy traditional art forms.
{xiii. Not free to assemble with likeminded people in a legitimate truth seeking organization which will be infiltrated by the F.B.I. and C.I.A.
{xiv. Not free to speak or challenge society on college campuses, social media or churches.
xv. Not free to have your voice heard of any practical affect due to swamping by Mass Media and Social Media’s endless sellouts, lobbyists and demagogues.

2 Drake Shelton, A Defense of the South Against the Jesuit Counter Reformation, “Addendum, The Industrial Sedition Divided We Stand by Walter Prescott Webb Reviewed”
3 http://southernprotestant.com/2/flatearthencyclopedia.html
xvi. Not free to own weapons on par with the military. (2nd Amendment)
xvii. Not free from tyrannical martial powers of the government. (Ruby Ridge Massacre, Waco siege, Katrina’s Martial Law)
xviii. Not free from big brother watching and listening on all devices.
xix. No due process of law. In a libertarian Capitalist society there is no such thing as truth and fiction because those truths would have to be established as law and curb the freedoms of the citizens. Elmer Gertz, Petitioner, V. Robert Welch, Inc, Supreme Court, 418 U.S. 323, III, 21:

“We begin with the common ground. Under the First Amendment there is no such thing as a false idea.”

Thus, without truth the entire law system becomes fictional, meaningless and arbitrary; a puerile exercise of legalese: “a court can find ways through or under any language you can write.” (Jurisprudence: Realism in Theory and Practice by Karl N. Llewellyn, pg. 321)

xx. No freedom from a biased court, Judge or jury as the O.J. Simpson trial demonstrated to the whole country.
xxi. Progressives operate off the exact same parameters as they censor and persecute people outside of their ideology. What about their freedom from being offended? What about YouTube’s rights as a Private Business to censor whoever it wants on its own platform? Progressives persecute and censor Conservatives, Libertarians and Traditionalists in order to clear the way for their own tribe to enjoy their freedom to practice promiscuity, homosexuality, transgenderism and abortion. MMM will object that this is not true pursuit of Freedom, this is Equality. This argument is of course the No true Scotsman Fallacy.
xxii. Ted Kaczynski states in, Industrial Society And Its Future,

“117. In any technologically advanced society the individual’s fate MUST depend on decisions that he personally cannot influence to any great extent. A technological society cannot be broken down into small, autonomous communities, because production depends on the cooperation of very large numbers of people and machines. Such a society MUST be highly organized and decisions HAVE TO be made that affect very large numbers of people...The system tries to “solve” this problem by using propaganda to make people WANT the decisions that have been made for them, but even if this “solution” were completely successful in making people feel better, it would be demeaning.”

xxiii. Freedom is not a position or a solution. Negation is not an ideology. It is not a people, a social contract or a solution.
9. None of the theories of the Industrial Society (Empiricism, Atomism, Darwinism, Globe Earth Metaphysics, Germ Theory, Uniformitarianism, Utilitarianism, Democracy)\(^4\) are true and produce Suicidal Nihilists.

10. **Industrialism destroyed music and art.** The internet has allowed people to access or download recorded music for free. Industrialism and recorded music deters people from learning a musical instrument. It also deters people from going out and joining community at a public presentation.

11. Industrialism distributed the wealth into a few malicious hands and destroyed family businesses and domestic production, forcing most people to work for men they don’t know or have any reason to believe care about their well-being at all.

12. Modern Industry fear mongers people into believing that they will die at a young age if they live in a pre-industrial civilization. Yet both the Hebrews and the Greeks expected to live 70-80 years in the primitive condition. (Psa. 90:10, *The History Of Herodotus*, Book I, 32)

13. Even though the Amish teach a very cucked and pacifistic Theology the pre-industrial manual labor of the men maintains the basics of Biblical patriarchy and organic community.

14. Industrialism has pacified the men into being completely dependent on the system. That being the case the men don’t need each other. Coupled with the Super Ego and Shattered Intellect of the Industrialized Crowned and Conquering Child, the Industrial Man complacent and docile, cannot cleave to others but can do nothing but betray.

15. The Amish and the Mennonites have been living outside this system for centuries in North America with great success. The old Gentleman Planter model of Thomas Jefferson worked so well it led to Manifest Destiny and the need for more land. Thus, no objections to the practical efficacy of the old model can be made. Gun making can also be done with domestic production so there is no need for us to be pacifists or put ourselves in a precarious position when it comes to self-defense.

V. MMM is totally on board with the Technocracy(Which is Utopian btw), pace Artificial Wombs, Sex bots, Porn, Virtual reality Sex, Transhumanism etc.

Technocracy is intent on the destruction of the nation state, the family, all traditional Patriarchal religion and the genocide of most of the human race.

- **H.G. Wells, The New World Order**

---

\(^4\) See *Southern Israelite’s Flat Earth Encyclopedia, Darwin and the Church Were Wrong About Biology, The Spear of Aajonus, 55 Geological Proofs of the Noahic Flood, Thomas Jefferson Was Wrong*
VI. MMM berate women for destroying relationships yet the modern Atheistic items: Darwinism/Capitalism/Game Theory, Human Rights, Nietzschean Will-to-Power, Integration, the Industrial Revolution, Entertainment Technology and the Public School has done more to destroy relationships than any feminist could ever dream of.

VII. MMM joins the Feminist movement in the error that the pre-Second Wave era was Patriarchal.

The pre-Second Wave era was Atheist-Individualist-Libertine/Laissez-faire-Capitalist-Industrial Society which is the opposite of Patriarchy.

VIII. MMM thus also joins the Feminist movement in the error that the Nuclear family is Patriarchal.

The Nuclear Family is the Industrial model. The Patriarchal system is Collectivist Organic Religious Community which only survived in Amish like Communities in the 20th-21st century.

IX. MMM refuse to face how the Inheritance laws in the Torah solve all of their problems with female hypergamy.

This present system will reduce to older wealthier men arrogating an enormous amount of women to themselves. In the Darwinian atheist society women by nature outcompete men until the age of 35 and all they have to do is not get fat! In the Darwinian system life is on easy mode for women while most men are ground into sterile slavery in the insect model.

X. MMM, in their egalitarian campaign to make women face responsibility, assume women have the same moral and mental faculties men do. (The Blue Pill intensifies)

You see how the egalitarian, anti-hierarchical spirit of Atheism always impales them from any real solution? No wonder MMM have so much hatred for women as they see women refusing to face their responsibilities! SMH...Women are children, watch this...BY NATURE! Their anti-Darwinian teleology is designed BY GOD to be the slaves of men. This plain and easy solution to our problems is rejected by MMM cucks because they are deluded by the Globe Metaphysics and Darwinism.
XI. MMM does a great job of criticizing women (children), but will not turn a fraction of that perception on the role men have played in our current debacle. In their puerile insolence they would congratulate themselves for discovering the number of women on anti-depressants rather than improving the lives of men.

XII. This shows that MMM do not care about men. If they cared, they would trace the problem to the cause and eliminate it. The problem is what they see at the root of the problem is themselves. So instead of facing their sins they do the most dishonest thing possible, blame the children...Disgusting.

XIII. MMM will blame women for the rise of fuck boys and players as men, so they claim, are only reacting to the sexual promiscuity, hypergamy and masculine war like psychology of modern women. When the fact is the destruction of the Organic Patriarchal Communities by Atheism disenfranchised young men from the knowledge and inheritance provision of the Traditional system. The now “liberated” young man must wait until he is 40-45 before he is mentally and financially capable of getting regular sex from his wife and running a household. What do you think he must do for sex from 18-45? Become a fuck boy and a player!

XIV. MMM refuse to face how the fuck boy and player narrative they espouse makes women the moral and intellectual leader in society.

XV. MMM focus the vast majority of their attention on the modern failures of women while ignoring that their own solutions have been an abysmal failure. I heard most of these points the MMM make when I was a teenager in the 90s. Yet, suicide rates are at an all-time high:

![Total suicides in the United States, 1981-2016](image-url)
Video Games are at an all-time high:

You know what that tells me? Men are not thriving in this system. They are running away from it and coping with Video Games, porn and drugs to avoid the ever present tendency to suicide! This again shows the MMM are lying to men to get their money; to sell them a delusion of victory when they are doing nothing but losing. Any man that adopts the Nietzschean Will-to-Power philosophy cannot be trusted, especially when his narrative involves you buying things from him.

XVI. MMM keep touting how this system is out to enslave them. What they refuse to face is the fact that the slavery is only temporary as a means to sterilize them and then replace them with automation. The elite no longer need human slaves. They want to depopulate the earth and reserve the technology for their blue blood families while they inherit the earth. (See Agenda 21)

XVII. MMM, in the MGTOW community, are in fact not going their own way or creating their own alternative power process. They are retreating from society into drugs, porn and Video Games. They are the most pacified, docile men in the world. How is walking a short plank to suicide going your own way? Most men in MMM are not concerned about changing themselves or their country. Most of them are in it for entertainment; to laugh at the failed lives of women and feed their own bitterness towards society. I confirmed it myself on Undead Chronic’s server.

You can have whatever men’s rights associations you want. Figure out the game with women all you like. These NEETS in this society are not going to fight this system. They are going to listen to what you have to say on your Channel or podcast and then they are going to go right back to playing Video Games. They listen to you for entertainment. Nothing is getting better for men. It is just getting worse for women. There is no solution to our problems in this system. We must leave the industrial society and start anew in the wilderness. We have nothing to fight for here. Don’t fight in their wars, don’t vote in their elections, don’t tithe to their churches.

XVIII. MMM blames the Welfare system for Immigration. Then MMM blames the Welfare system on Women’s Rights. In reality the modern Immigration crises is a Catholic recruiting program.
The Immigration Act of 1924 (The Johnson-Reed Act), was intended to preserve the Anglo Protestant identity of our country. The U.S. Dept. of State admits,

“As a result, the percentage of visas available to individuals from the British Isles and Western Europe increased, but newer immigration from other areas like Southern and Eastern Europe was limited.”

http://history.state.gov/milestones/1921-1936/immigration-act

This was to limit Roman Catholics and Eastern Orthodox people from coming here. But you guessed it, the 1965 Civil Rights Act abolished these protections. Immigration Policy in the United States, February 2006, by the Congress of the United States, states,

“During World War I, immigration levels were relatively low. However, when mass immigration resumed after the war, quantitative restrictions were introduced. The Congress established a new immigration policy: a national-origins quota system, enacted as part of the Quota Law in 1921 and revised in 1924...The Immigration and Nationality Act Amendments of 1965 abolished the national-origins quota system”.

Here we see, Jesuits John Lafarge Jr. and Theodore Hesburgh, influential member of the United States Civil Rights Commission, working for the Genocide of the original Anglo and Celtic Protestant population. With the traditional manhood of Industrialized men destroyed and the pacification program of the Industrial Society(De Chardin and the Huxleys) in place, modern men do not have the principles or the spine to stand up to women.

XIX. Welfare was clearly solved in the Torah by Slavery. Charities don’t work because they do not correct the immoral behaviors that caused the derelict’s poverty.

XX. The MMM Stoicism assumes that all men are generally untrustworthy, selfish and tend to betray. This is a product of the Industrial Society.

MMM would have us adopt an ascetic Stoic philosophy as the solution to modern relationship problems. Instead of adopting my solution, which is organic community, MMM would have us embrace the inevitability of solitude. The error upon which MMM promotes Stoicism and solitude is they expect nothing else than betrayal from other people. What they fail to realize is that the Super-Ego of the Modern Man, Crowley’s Crowned and Conquering Child, is a product of the Industrial Society he has chosen over traditional organic community and religion. The selfish Ease, Entertainment and Self-Actualization of the Industrial Society and his access to the never ending contradictions on the Internet has resulted in the modern man’s Super Ego. He cannot accept correction because of his seething insolence and his access to the internet has left his mind shattered with endless doubt and confusion. He has spent years “studying” (listening to YouTube videos while he plays Video Games ) criticisms of every ideology imaginable so he can use them whenever anyone finds fault with him. He is a black pilled Nihilist. His Super Ego and his shattered mind has precluded any kind of
commitment; as do his peers. Thus, he has a fetish for betrayal because everyone around him is the same way. He has been hurt by others just like him and instead of tracing the problem to the cause he feeds his insolence by playing the victim so he can feel morally superior.

Moreover, the Industrial female must also betray because status, money and possessions also will not satisfy her atheist Super-Ego:

*The Feminine Mystique* by Betty Friedan,

> I ask myself why I’m so dissatisfied. I’ve got my health, fine children, a lovely new home, enough money. My husband has a real future as an electronics engineer. He doesn’t have any of these feelings. He says maybe I need a vacation, let’s go to New York for a weekend. But that isn’t it. I always had this idea we should do everything together. I can’t sit down and read a book alone. If the children are napping and I have one hour to myself I just walk through the house waiting for them to wake up. I don’t make a move until I know where the rest of the crowd is going. It’s as if ever since you were a little girl, there’s always been somebody or something that will take care of your life: your parents, or college, or falling in love, or having a child, or moving to a new house. Then you wake up one morning and there’s nothing to look forward to.

((pg. 65)

She will be ever driven to betray whatever man she is with seeking to fill this mysterious hole in her life-force that can only be filled by the Patriarchal covenanted community that preaches the Gospel of Messiah.

**XXI.** MMM claim to hold to the Libertarian school yet their hope for the future(not to be confused with a solution they’re working to attain), a reintroduction of Patriarchy, violates the Individual Rights of the Industrial Society and Capitalism they claim to champion. Patriarchy is inherently Collectivist, Authoritarian and Teleological.

**XXII.** MMM are under the delusion that Atheist men can practice a Patriarchy. They cannot. The reasons are, modern women are showing that human nature exists, that it is static(women are the same now as they were in the ancient world), under the
influence of original sin and Teleological. Patriarchy is also collectivist which contradicts the individualism of Atheism.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qBQvm-2VjJM

XXIII. MMM push the Red Scare delusion that Communists are taking over America so that Right Wing men will give them money.

The fact is Wells’ NWO has clearly stated that Capitalism is the dominant force going into the Technocracy and the destruction of the old order of God, King, Country and Patriarchy. See my essay/video Freedom Failed. Wall Street funded the Bolsheviks! Billionaire trader and investor George Soros funds modern Marxist movements such as Black Lives Matter. Anyone who has followed the groups supporting Communism in America knows they do not garner the loyalty of Americans to win any substantial elections. The failures of the recent campaigns of Bernie Sanders and the Young Turks’ Cenk Uygur shows that the hard Left-Wing do not have the power MMM would have us believe. Men really in power in recent years such as Globalist Zbigniew Brzezinski was a well-known fellow traveler of the Neoconservatives. (Zbigniew Brzezinski: America’s Grand Strategist by Justin Vaïsse)

XXIV. The MMM still falls for the false dialectic of the Left and Right hand paths. The Right hand Path is based in Metaphysics as well as the Left Hand Path and is simply the Noble Lie of Plato’s Republic. See my video Breaking the Dialectic of Left and Right Hand Paths

The MMM assumes the Metaphysics of the Left and Right Hand Paths and assumes upon Industrial Society in any Political Analysis. This blinds them to the nature of Biblical religion which they think is Right Hand which it is not. The Bible does not teach the Dialectical Monad the Soul or the Chain of Being. See The Larger Catechism of New Saxony, Q7, Q223

XXV. The MMM would have us believe that Patriarchy is consistent with Individualism because women are dependent on men. The problem is that very comparison assumes upon collectives: men and women. Moreover, blacks are dependent on whites. Does that mean that MMM is willing to reinstitute Southern style slavery? In the Industrial society most men, Proletariats, are dependent on the Capital class for employment. At this point the MMM model completely collapses. This also eliminates the MMM availability to the universalist Golden Rule.

XXVI. The MMM claims to reject Utopianism yet espouses Transhumanism, possibly the most Utopian Philosophy ever.

XXVII. MMM makes Wealth Creation the arbiter of an Economic school’s validity. This would make the ancient slavery market, not free market Capitalism, the superior Economic school.

XXVIII. MMM will berate Traditionalist collectivists for resisting immigration because immigrants are collectivists and refuse to integrate. This is the pathology of
Universalist Metaphysics ingrained in the minds of those on the Right Hand Path. The problem is the immigrants do not play for our team. Children understand this but the minds of those infected with Metaphysics are forever blinded.

XXIX. The MMM will refer to “The Individual”, “The State” and constantly put the blame on “Government”. Notice the appeal to universal abstractions instead of concrete individuals. This is the pathology of Metaphysics and the Right Hand Path.

XXX. MMM berate feminists for using shaming language instead of facing their arguments, yet, they treat me the exact same way with their shaming language of *cuck, simp, blue pill, traduck*, etc.

As I advocate that women’s rights be destroyed, that modern men should refuse to marry or have any substantial relationships with women(Save in the case that the man is financially well off and the girl is either a virgin or she is willing to have children without being married) but leave them with no other option but prostitution, they will accuse me of seeking female validation! As I have spent the last 20 years doing nothing but studying and writing, 18 of those years I spent in total celibacy, they will attempt to shame me for being desperate for a partner.

XXXI. MMM state *(The Rational Male* by Rollo Tomasi) that they espouse Behaviorist Psychology. This is contradicted by the fact that they attribute nature or Teleology to men and women.

Behaviorism stated that all human behavior was a result of external stimuli and that the human mind is a *tabula rasa* in keeping with classical Empiricism. This precludes the idea of female nature or hypergamous nature.

XXXII. Moreover, modern Empirical Psychology (As opposed to the Metaphysical school of Jung and Rogers which stands on the doctrine of the Soul) attributes all behavioral disorders as a result of diseases, pace the Germ Theory of disease. *(See *The Spear of Aajonus: The Germ Theory of Disease Debunked and the Domestic Terrorists That Run the Modern Medical Industry Exposed* by Drake Shelton)*

XXXIII. MMM complains that Christianity degrades masculinity yet they do the same by making man an animal with their Darwinian theory. In the Bible, man, the male, is the image and glory of God with total dominion. *(Gen. 1:26-27, 1 Cor. 11:7)*

XXXIV. MMM PUA will tell men that true Liberation from the modern female tyranny is found in devoting your life entirely to sluts:

To labor as a slave in the gym for hours a day; to spend countless hours reading books on Psychological techniques to impress, attract and entertain thots; to work around the clock as a slave to financially impress and support this whore. Everything these men get from thots could be attained for much less cost and risk by visiting the local escort. PUA is the most
oppressive sect of the MMM I know of. PUA does not put women back in their place but only elevates them.

XXXV. MMM Refuse to face the fact that regular Pornography use will give a man erectile dysfunction. [https://www.yourbrainonporn.com/]

This again shows that MMM do not care about men. They want to lie and delude them to get their money.

XXXVI. MMM, Donovan Sharpe specifically, expects women to eat only 1300 calories a day!. Not only is this unhealthy she will not have any sex hormones to make her horny! On the anti-Germ Theory Raw Primal Diet she can eat how much ever she wants and she will stay very cut but healthy, voluptuous and horny.

XXXVII. MMM refuse to face how their solution with women will increasingly destroy the birth rate of whites, inviting millions of Muslims into America to further their Jihad.

XXXVIII. Many in the MMM will blame the Jews for our current crises. See here.

XXXIX. MMM refuse to face how the Enlightenment produced the regimes that murdered hundreds of millions of people to come into power as they now play the victim. (Thomas Jefferson was Wrong by Drake Shelton pg. 68 et al.)

XL. MMM Christians cannot claim victory as this social holocaust is a result of the Trinitarian and Antinomian Three Age Theology of Joachim of Fiore.